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Petroleum and perception
At the time of writing a number of energy industry news items compete for my attention. First, the recent announcement of the Dutch government
that it wants to look at a “sensible” tax on CO2. Details to follow, but according to Economic Affairs minister Eric Wiebes, preventing job loss is a firm
condition. Second, Shell’s announcement that it thinks it can become the world’s largest power company in the early 2030s and make a profit. Third,
according to the International Energy Agency the US will lead global oil growth in the next five years and the IEA sees no peak in oil demand.
In the previous bulletin I wrote that not a day goes by without talk of industry transformation and energy transition. Also in this bulletin you will see
how many SPE NL activities and SPE volunteers pay attention to these topics. You will find recaps of recent activities, for example the lecture on the
Future of Oil and Gas (Mike Gunningham), the lecture on Shell’s Sky scenario (Wim Thomas) and the Black Tie Dinner (with SPE International President
Sami Al-Nuaim and Shell Netherlands President Director Marjan van Loon) but also a special column by Robert Aalpol.
In case you are wondering if we still pay attention to E&P topics – absolutely. In this bulletin you can also read about the lecture on 4D Seismic History
Matching, on Data Analytics in the Oil and Gas Industry organized by the YPs and you can read the updates from our Student Chapters in Delft and
Amsterdam.
I think it is safe to say that in SPE Netherlands we acknowledge that our energy system will change. But as Robert writes in his column, there are
misconceptions about the oil and gas industry and about how fast the energy mix can change. This month’s Journal of Petroleum Technology includes
a welcome and valuable section on The value and future of Petroleum Engineering. If you have not already done so, I really recommend reading it, in
particular the articles “The challenge of public perception” and “Three myths about the oil and gas industry’s future and how to counter them”.
Arguably, some of the points the authors make on countering myths about the oil and gas industry are more applicable to the US than to the
Netherlands. I invite you to send me your best argument on countering myths you hear about the oil and gas industry and I will include them in our
next bulletin.
Glück Auf!

Column | Robert

Femke Perlot-Hoogeveen
Chair

Column | Kees
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4D Seismic History
Matching :
Paul Mitchell,
Distinguished
Lecture (TAQA)
A young Bachelor student from the TU Delft gives us his impressions
of attending the SPE Monthly meetings on a crisp winter’s night in
December just before the Christmas season kicks in.
Having come all the way to the Dutch flatlands from south America to pursue a
Bachelor’s in Applied Earth Sciences at the TU Delft I was encouraged by a classmate
to attend an SPE monthly meeting to learn about technical topics, expand our networks
and have an fun evening. This was the second Distinguished lecture I attended having
been intrigued and impressed by the first lecture. With course work in geophysics and
petroleum engineering I was excited to learn more about 4DSeismic History Matching
which after the lecture I can say was a very compelling and complex subject.
However, before the excellent technical presentation I met during the pre-lecture
social hour a wide range of students, academics and professionals working in with
the petroleum industry. Everyone I managed to speak with were very welcoming and
particularly enthusiastic that a bachelor student had showed up to an event like this.
Following the social hour, the main event began with a few brief announcements about
the activities of updates from the chair of SPE Netherlands and an introduction to the
Paul Mitchell the SPE Distinguished Lecturer. Paul’s presentation was nicely structured
with an introduction and explanation of 4D Seismics that even a bachelor student could
easily, a case study and finally a round of questions.

I learnt many concepts alien to me before the lecture beginning with the basics of 4D
seismic which consists of a time-lapse of a reservoir as the extraction of hydrocarbons is
going on. The use of models and workflows to integrate this new and complex data type
to improve prediction models. I learnt about the fascinating mechanisms of impedance
changes due to pressure and saturation changes, its translations to time shifts because
of oil and gas production and finally how such complex workflows are used in practise
by the industry to ensure optimal production of hydrocarbon reservoirs.
My biggest revelation for the night was that although such workflows are called “History
Matching” it is all about improving future predictions and not necessarily about matching
the history perfectly! A conundrum of a name but an essential and intriguing concept.
As the lecture ended, all the participants went to have dinner. An exquisite buffet
awaited us and, once again, there was some social time with our fellow SPE members.
The lecturer Paul Mitchell also went around the tables asking for opinions about the
presentations, meaning that we could exchange some words as well.
Overall, I really enjoyed the experience and I have realized that I will be able to learn
a wide arrange of topics and knowledge related to the Petroleum Industry as well as
expanding my contacts.
Looking forward to the future events to learn about more complex subjects and meet
more interesting people from the energy industry!
Alonso O’Campo ■
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The Future of Oil and Gas: Overcoming
Challenges by Mike Gunningham (SGS)
A new year is a new beginning full of hope and enthusiasm to enjoy the joys and
challenges of life, professional and personal one faces through the year. One of
the best ways to look forward to enjoying the joys and tackling the challenges is to
dream about what the future might hold and think about innovative ways to overcome
these challenges. Having known Mike, and his famous collection of ties, from my time
working in the middle east I ventured to attend this lecture which was packed with
like-minded colleagues!
Before the meeting and during dinner, I had the opportunity to get to know some of
the other attendants, students at the beginning of their careers, as well as experienced
professionals from various disciplines in the oil and gas industry, informally during the
pre-lecture drink. A nice break after coming from a busy day of work!
Mike kicked of his talk by showing historic graphs of the development of the oil price.
The audience engaged by guessing the trend from the graphs. This proved to be
rather difficult, as the picture illustrates. And engineers seem to have little influence on
the oil price.

Luckily, it was concluded there are aspects that engineers can influence: production,
recovery and bringing down the cost of producing oil. In the coming decades, the
demand for oil (and gas) will remain significant. To bring down the cost and make
production safe and sustainable, requires the industry to look beyond conventional
techniques. Innovation must come, by learning from other industries. A nice example is
exception-based surveillance (International Rescue!).
Additionally, for example nanotechnology, robots, 3D printing, Artificial Intelligence and
more availability of open source knowledge may prove to be essential to realize this
revolution and to keep the industry competitive. I certainly recommend reading Mike’s
article about the topic published later in this bulletin.
Mike ended his inspiring talk with some recommendations for the new generation:
DEVELOP ADDITIONAL SKILLS AND DO NOT RESTRICT YOURSELF
TO YOUR OWN COUNTRY!
Tom Busking (TNO) ■
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Shell’s SKY Scenario: Are we in a job in
10 years time? by Wim Thomas (Shell)
In the context of climate change and global efforts to achieve the ambitious goals set out
by the Paris Agreement we gathered on an uncharacteristically warm, almost spring like,
February evening for an enthralling lecture by Wim Thomas. Wim enlightened another
packed room of energy professionals about Shell’s SKY scenario predictions on the
possibilities and means of achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement and particularly
the role of the fossil fuels industry based on the central question would we in the oil
industry still be in a job in 10 years?
Wim kicked off his presentation addressing some burning questions from the audience
and setting the scene with the purpose and role of scenarios. Scenarios are never
black or white, yes or no predictions they are designed to challenge decision makers
considering a variety of different perspectives. Scenarios are potential and plausible
pathways that the world might take to tackle the enormous global challenges of
controlling and possibly reversing climate change.
Wim shed light on the different aspects accounted for within the SKY scenario, the need
for societal will, geopolitics and new technologies to achieve the large reductions in
polluting emissions. The role of so called developing and developed countries and the
interplay of supply and demand were covered in great detail to explain the contributions
of different energy sources to meet global demand.

Wim also showcased similar scenarios by other major industry players such as BP
and Exxon with all scenarios in overall good agreement with each other though they
vary in some respects. However, they all postulate that global policy, new innovative
technology and unprecedented cross-border collaboration are the three pillars
necessary to guarantee success in achieving the goals of the Paris agreement.
With a projected increase in global population to peak in 2070 combined with
projected peaks in oil and gas production being 2030 and 2040 respectively the role
of hydrogen and biogas as future gap fillers led to many interesting discussions. The
economic impact of diminishing carbon tax collections in an era of lower fossil fuel
consumption was another eye opener. Similar such impacts need to be studied more
carefully to plan and design more efficient policies at a global scale.
Wim ended his inspiring and sobering lecture by giving an unequivocal answer to the
jobs question.
The answer is, to partly borrow from Obama’s viral campaign slogan, Yes, we will!
RMF ■
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With the Christmas break over and a new year starting, most of us can be forgiven
for thinking January is often a let-down. Dark cold nights, rain and exams are just
some of the highlights of the standard January for a student. However, this year with
the month of January, came one very special evening. The SPE’s Black Tie Dinner
(BTD) 2019, located this year in the fabulous ‘Kurzaal’ of the Grand Hotel Amrath
Kurhaus in Scheveningen. In total, 46 tables were laid out for over 40 companies
from the E&P industry.
Each table consisted of eleven spots, with one reserved for a student. This ‘Golden
Seat’, which was literally golden, was filled with students from Amsterdam, Delft and
Utrecht from a variety of different studies and backgrounds. However, all present
were united in their interest and enthusiasm for the E&P industry. The BTD provided
a fantastic chance for students to come in contact and network with companies
working within this dynamic and vibrant industry.
The evening kicked off with some early birds checking in for their hotel room, most
of them already smartly dressed in tuxedo or evening dress, which is known to be
a standard at the BTD. From the lobby the guests where invited and guided to the
gallery on the 1st floor. Here the champagne and some finger food were served to
the sound of relaxing jazz and with a lovely view of the Kurzaal. On the gallery the
guests had time to meet some old friends, colleagues and acquaintances. With a
short announcement, Theo Rijper invited everybody to come down and find their
allocated table. Upon everyone being seated, a small welcome word was given by
Theo, followed up by the first speaker of the evening; Sami Alnuaim (President of SPE
international) who spoke about the opportunities and challenges for the oil industry
within the energy transition landscape and also informed us that the Netherlands was
the second international SPE section outside USA to be setup after his home section
of Saudi Arabia, 59 years ago! This was followed by Femke Perlot-Hoogeveen (Chair

SPE NL) who wittily reminded us about Arjan Lubach “Netherlands Second” viral spoof
who thereafer made a comparison between the Dutch political landscape and the
Dutch energy system. Both in politics and in energy, newcomers challenge the status
quo. But competition forces you to remain relevant, said Femke, and to demonstrate
your relevance. Whether you want votes or customers or members, in the case of SPE.
Femke recognized all SPE volunteers before finishing with a great rhyming toast; “To
you, to me and to the future of energy”. After the dinner was served a final speech was
given by Marjan van Loon (President Director of Shell Netherlands). After her strong
but positive message about how the E&P industry as we know it is going to change
drastically, she finished in a unique way; with a fantastic rendition on the Saxophone!
The dinner proceeded with background music and people chatting over delicious
food and ample wine. As a finishing touch, the BTD organisers where thanked with a
well-received applause for their time and effort.
After the dinner, the walking desert was served, this gave an opportunity to meet
people at the other tables or take a picture as a group. As the music was turned up
it was time to dance and the energy world got to see some of the Maurits moves.
With a lovely ambiance and fine music, the time flew by. The bar closed at 12:30am,
but luckily for some diehards this didn’t have to mean the end of the party. The
after-party proceeded in the Steam, a cozy beach club where the conversations and
laughter went on until the very early hours.
A special thanks to the BTD organization team who once again put up a thoroughly
enjoyable evening and we very much look forward to next year. A special thanks to
Theo for leading the organization of this memorable event through the years and we
look forward to Ayla picking up the baton going forward!
Maurits de J. ■
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“Shape
the future”

Save
the
Date!
17th of May 2019
KIVI Headquarters,
The Hague
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SPE NL YP Workshop
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WIE is a non-profit initiative from the SPE Netherlands section, supported by
women’s networks as well as industry leaders, aimed at promoting diversity and
inclusion and empowering women to thrive in their careers. By connecting people,
we aim to create a support network of professionals in the energy sector for
sharing experiences, mentorship and sponsorship.
Event program:
• Opening speakers: Marit Brommer (Executive Director of the Int’l Geothermal
• Association) and Daniel Jeavons (General Manager Data Science Shell)
• Panel discussion with prominent industry leaders
• Five inspirational workshops
• Networking opportunities
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The Future of the Oil & Gas Industry by our very
own Mike Gunningham
We can preface this discussion by asking, “what will be the price of oil?” And as engineers,
we can ask ourselves, “can we influence the price of oil?” Probably not. In which case, if
we can’t influence the oil price, what can we influence? In order to answer these questions,
we need to consider what the future of oil and gas may look like in terms of the technology
that we may need.
Experts predict that oil and gas will still be required at roughly the same levels as now, for
the next 30+ years. Never mind what might happen with local initiatives, oil and gas will be
required to fuel the world for a long time to come. The big question is, how will we as an
industry achieve this and make a profit in what could continue to be a changing industry
and regulatory environment?
To answer, a personal approach needs to be taken in considering the kinds of
technologies which might impact the business, from the reservoir through to how oil and
gas processing facilities might be revolutionized, and the people and processes that might
be needed. In light of the industry’s sensitivity to commodity price volatility, additional
resilience must be built in such that oil and gas fields are economically robust and can
continue to be operated in a safe, sustainable and cost-effective manner. This compels us
to continue to follow the Well, Reservoir and Facility Management Value Loop, which drives
an iterative cycle allowing for the delivery of more barrels at lower cost, in a safer and more
efficient manner.
The future oil and gas industry will need skills, technology and expertise that are currently
available, but not necessarily found in the oil industry at the moment. For example, we
are already considering injecting carbon dioxide to reduce emissions and improve oil
recovery. What if we could inject nano-particles or bacteria which could unlock billions of
barrels of oil?
The medical industry has found compounds that can identify, target and attack cancer
cells. How difficult would it be to find a chemical that loosens oil from rock? If we can find
another chemical that reduces heavy oil to medium or light, imagine the extra oil that the
industry could recover. Creative application of existing technology to our industry presents

a cost effective and pragmatic solution to driving innovation.
Cheaper, multi-lateral and multi-purpose wells with downhole processing could provide
better project economics, reservoir management and unlock fields which might otherwise
be considered subeconomic. Single wells could develop larger reservoir volumes and
dispose of effluent downhole, rather than lifting everything to surface. The wells could be
designed on a modular basis using standard components, reducing costs and allowing
wells to be repaired in a modular approach. Similarly with downhole processing, if anything
happens to the well only one well is affected and not a whole platform or template.
If there is an issue with a well, then how can we fix it quickly and efficiently? Back In the
60s, there was an organisation that could rescue people anywhere in the world, at any
time and in a matter of hours. They were called International Rescue and they used
Thunderbirds’ aircraft. They had continuous round the clock monitoring for any mayday
calls, and standardised rescue equipment for pretty much any kind of rescue. Imagine if
we could do something similar for wells. With continuous online monitoring, we will know
how wells are performing and predict when they are going to fail and what the cause is.
Because the wells are a standard modular design, they can repaired in a systematic way
with standard parts. And rather than having a massive warehouse, long supply chains and
delays in the procurement process and custom’s formalities, all the spare parts could be
3D printed as required, within a matter of hours. So instead of the massive warehouse, a
smallish workshop with 3D printers and a range of printing materials would suffice.
As the reservoir develops, wells could be upgraded and modified to maximise production
and recovery, using downhole robotics, artificial intelligence and collaborative working.
The new generation of oil people may start life as petroleum engineers, but they will need
to develop a range of additional skills. Alternatively, new staff from outside the industry will
join and have to adapt their skills to petroleum engineering and the oil and gas industry.
The question is, what are you going to do about the future of oil and gas? ■
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Data analytics in oil and gas industry:
Subsurface and well related case studies.

SPE Netherlands & SPE London

By Arsene Keya (Shell)

SPE NL YP Workshop

Last November the YP’s had the honor of inviting Arsene Keya speak on the topic of
Data Analytics in the oil and gas industry. The hot topics like big data and machine
learning drew a large crowd to the Schlemmer in The Hague. We also had the
pleasure to see new faces, people with more a computer science background and an
interest in the Petroleum industry.

SPE SC Chapter Delft

SPE SC Chapter Amsterdam
Column | Robert

Column | Kees

Arsene who is a data Scientist with shell, with a background in reservoir engineering,
showed how Shell is applying new developments in data analytics to solve operational
problems. Arguably data sets have always been big, so why has data science
suddenly become one of the hottest topics? Thanks to new developments in the fields
of statistics and machine learning combined with a significant increase in available
computing power. This has over the last few years unlocked the full potential of
analyzing data that in most cases had been already there and provided new insights
into solving operational problems.

With plenty of case studies Arsene showed what the power and value of these new
methods are. Good examples are using machine learning to find the sweet spots in
unconventional plays or to aid in interpreting faults and salt bodies on seismic data.
Automating pressure build up analyses can help in quickly identifying production
issues in large groups of wells. Failure of pressure valves and compressors can be
predict using machine learning models, something that Shells applying in their Pernis
refinery. Knowing when those parts will fail helps optimize their maintenance and
ultimately increase the uptime of the entire plant.
A special thanks to Arsene for a great presentation and to Shell for willing to share
some of their study cases. All in all, it was a great evening with an interesting
presentation, good discussions, lots of socializing over drinks and hopefully inspired
students and YPs to use more data science.
Luc van Gastel (Total) ■
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Quarterly Brochure 2 – Feb/Mar 2019
New Board
The board welcomed three new board members this year. The new Treasurer is Caroline Zaal and
she is a student in the Master of Petroleum Engineering. Mohsen Mirzaie Yegane is the boards
Secretary and is a PhD candidate in TU Delft working on application of nanomaterials for enhanced
oil recovery. Lastly, Ewald Obbens is the At large board member. He is a second year Applied Earth
Science bachelor student. We look forward to working together this year and hosting lots of great
events for the student SPE members at Delft.
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Lunch lectures
December – Lecture topic: ‘Digital Oilfields and Collaborative Workings’. Frans van
den Berg has 32 years of experience in the oil and gas industry and is currently an
independent digital oilfields consultant.
On the 11th of December Delft SPE received a very interesting talk from industry
specialist: Frans Van den Burg, about digital oilfields and collaborative work
environments. Frans showed us how the energy world is responding to the great
advancements in computing and robotics technology. Major points included: the use
of specialist collaborative workstations which speed up communication between office
and field, use of tablets for field recording and the potential for drones to identify
problems and even work in hazardous environments. We would like to thank Frans for
the talk and wish him all the best for the future.
February - Lecture topic: ‘Unlocking the Remaining Potential of the UK sector of the
North Sea’.

On the 14th of February 2019, the SPE Delft welcomed Dave Lynch, who has just
retired as Vice President for Reservoir Development for BP North Sea. Dave gave a
great talk on the future of energy, the future of the North Sea and how the North Sea
industry could respond to better meet the needs of the future energy mix. It was really
nice to have insight from someone with Dave’s level of experience. We would like to
thank Dave for the talk and wish him all the best for the future.
New Year’s Drinks
New Year’s drinks were hosted on the first Monday evening after the two-week
Christmas break. It was a great chance for students and staff to catch up after the
Christmas Holidays. We also took this opportunity to ask students for suggestions on
up coming events and made sure memberships had been renewed.
Upcoming events:
• Well Academy visit (February)
• Lunch lectures (March, April and May)
• Football tournament (May)

SPE Netherlands & SPE London
SPE NL YP Workshop
SPE SC Chapter Delft

SPE SC Chapter Amsterdam
Column | Robert

Column | Kees
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The vibrant SPE SC Amsterdam has been organising a few innovative activities with
an energy focussed theme for their members over the last quarter. Below they give us
a sneak peek into what they have been upto!
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Lecture: Challenges in South Sudan Oil Sector
Dominic Bagho has given us the lecture about the South Sudan oil sector
management within the context of the East and Central Africa region, it’s challenges
and what we have learned from this. Dominic comes from South Sudan. He Graduated
here with a BSc Hons in geology and mining.

Movie Night: Syriana!
After a busy few weeks with exams and assignments we organise a movie night for
our members. True to our board we picked a movie from the thriller genre! Syriana, is
a thriller on the matter of corruption and power related to the oil industry in the Middle
East. Certainly, an eye opener for most of us!

He worked in Sudan/South-Sudan as a hydrogeologist and as a senior inspector for
gas policy in the ministry of petroleum and mining. The lecture was well received, we
had around 35 students who attended the lecture.

New Board Members (page 18)
With a reviving student section and our many ideas to organise even more activities
such as a company visit and a trip abroad (SPEX) we are introducing two new
enthusiastic members to our board; André Bults (right on the picture) who will fill in
the position of vice-President and Jon Wierenga (second on the left) who will fill in the
position of treasurer.

SPE Black Tie Candlelight Dinner
Woman in Energy 2019
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In December, I attended a PGK lecture which addressed the misconceptions of the
industry by the public. Gas is not required anymore, CO2 emission should be down
to zero, solar and wind energy are affordable and should be implemented this instant.
Renewable energy will provide all that we need for the coming centuries… It sounds
easy: With the energy transition we can have a warm home without the annihilation of
the planet. And annihilation seems to be imminent, “so we should act now!”.
But; knowledge from nu.nl or de Telegraaf, or even Wikipedia is not enough to grant
the public a strong opinion on how the energy world is actually working. The E&P
industry is a complex enterprise, which balances on the threshold of public demand,
technological expertise and stakeholder management. Demand is something you can
model with statistics, but technological expertise is already in the grey domain. The
stakeholder management is mainly concerned with the public opinion and politics. And
this is where the diversity of opinions goes astray. Really? Highly regarded scientists in
the government that claim that being CO2 neutral in the Netherlands does not make
any difference on global scale. Russian politicians which are being friendly enough to
provide Western Europe with all the energy they need…. Liars, soothsayers, politicians,
doomsday people, scientists and visionaries, whom should we trust, and how can
you tell them apart? Some environmental groups like Greenpeace are grudgingly
accepting that the oil and gas are needed for the coming decades (but stop investing
in E&P expertise, and spend your research money on renewables). The backside of
our wonderful cheap energy is the pollution which could lead to this “annihilation” of
human life. It is so easy for people to point their finger at the oil companies and blame
them. It is like suing the candy shop, because you get bad teeth. Arguments used in
the current debates include “Oil and gas are too dominant in the energy mix”, “too
many incidents and geo-hazards”, “they are not sustainable”, “they make too much
money”. “They don’t want to progress, and consolidate their market position”. I think
that these arguments are vague/wrong and totally miss the context. People are reliant
on our hydrocarbon supply, and they don’t like that.

Humankind is (almost) always hunting for progress, always running forward. Without
scientific progress we might still believe that Zeus is angry at us and throws
thunderbolts to show his anger. Without medical, health and nutritional progress we
would probably still pass away at the age of 40-50 years instead of 70-90 yrs. Without
engineering progress many cities and countries would still suffer more from natural
disasters, diseases or accidental fires. Progress of the energy supply has specifically
been a strong catalyst for life sustainability in the past centuries. The transition from
wood to coal, gasoline, hydrocarbons to wind and sun is way of technical progression.
The E&P industry is therefore an integral part of the progress and the energy transition.
Human energy consumption is not sustainable, natural gas and oil might are an
intermediate energy source, just like coal. The energy transition is happening as fast
as it can go. Just accept the energy which is currently provided, and think on how we
can warm our home tomorrow. (or just put on warm socks)
Robert Aalpol ■
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Did NW.-European oil production find a start in the middle of the 19th century
in a German village in the Celle area nearby Hannover? I think so. Exploration
at that time was not required since the oil was apparent on the surface. Using
shovels, local people extracted oil sands, saturated with crude, put it in large pans
and heated same, so that the oil was separated from the soil in this forerunner
of cleaning facility. People brought up the idea to look deeper into the ground
and soon the shovels were laid apart and up to 20 feet long lever constructions
were used, with at the end a piston rod or a so-called walking beam attached,
which became longer and longer so that after a couple of years wooden derricks
were constructed and depths of a few hundred feet were reached. The lever
was operated by man force in proportion to the need of oil for lighting purposes.
Everybody who felt the need of oil went to the site and moved the lever up and
down to collect his daily need of oil for lighting. In some cases, a shaft was drilled
and further in time it was worked out to become a pit which allowed miners to
descend to bring oil carrying slurry up, sometimes mixed with water, to the surface.
In the surroundings of the city of Celle you still can find heaps of soil which are the
remainders of mining and oil cooking-out activities. The debris is quite clean, which
is witnessed by the fact that the little hills are covered with vegetation and enjoy
a busy animal life. And then, the pumpjacks (“ja-knikkers”) appeared, American
design, devoted, unmanned and never-failing devices which were placed over less
shallow reservoirs. Germans always have had their own terminology for oilfield
related key words. They call the pump jack “Bohrschengel” or “Nickend(er) Esel”,
nodding donkey.

I am writing all this while you must imagine how I feel nostalgia these days. In the
Dutch landscape there isn’t one nodding donkey left, nor are there remainders
and relics of the old days of oil production, except for a refurbished and as new
repainted pumpjack in the centre of Schoonebeek and probably a few refurbished
specimen and copies in museums. To the contrary, in Germany, most of the times in
the middle of nowhere, you can hit upon remnants of past drilling and production
activities against the background of working jacks. While passing same I stop my
car to make a shot and melancholy comes up to my mind, the same feeling I have
when I drive in France over the E17 motorway along which on the latitude of the
city of Reims the one and only working and producing grass hopper in that country
is waving its swiveling horse head to me.

Kees van Hussen ■

In our country of Holland oil production started far later. Halfway WWII, in the
community of Schoonebeek the first oil reservoir was proven at a workable depth
and since deviated and horizontal drilling was not available at that time, a high
number of pumpjacks was installed which soon dominated the skyline of the
region. After the turn-down of that field, more than 20 years ago and due to low
recoverability, it took some time to develop technology to get the highly viscous oil
out of the formation. Therefor recently the production was regained, using modern
HR pumps with HR standing for “high efficiency”. They are good for lifting over an
estimated hundred million barrels. All jacks were removed and scrapped.
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COULD YOU
ENERGISE
THE FUTURE
OF ENERGY?
www.shell.nl/carrieres

